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Abstract
A great deal of political economy scholarship has focused on studying how countries can
attract Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), and the effects that FDI has on growth and political
stability. A related topic that has received almost no attention, however, is the divergent political
reactions to inflows of FDI that occur in the countries receiving investments. This is an oversight
because inward FDI flows are not equally welcomed by the host country, and, in fact, often
receive strong political opposition. We study this phenomenon by examining political opposition
to attempts by Chinese companies at mergers and acquisitions (M&As) with U.S. firms. This is
especially important given rapidly expanding Chinese M&A activity. We hypothesize that
although most legal barriers to foreign M&As are based on national security considerations,
national security objections are often vehicles to channel other grievances, and economic distress
and reciprocity are also key drivers of political opposition. To test this theory, we constructed an
original dataset of 569 transactions that occurred between 1999 and 2014 involving Chinese
acquirers and American targets. We find that there is more likely to be opposition to Chinese
M&A attempts in security-sensitive industries, economically distressed industries, and sectors in
which U.S. companies faced restrictions in China’s M&A markets.
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1. Introduction
In 2005, a series of attempts by Chinese firms to acquire American companies made
national headlines. In May of 2005, Chinese software giant Lenovo Group successfully acquired
the personal computing division of IBM Corporation for $1.75 billion. Although the sale was a
voluntary market transaction that did not appear to violate any U.S. laws, the purchase triggered
a backlash from Congress and the Pentagon over the transaction’s national security
implications. 1 At the time that this acquisition was completed, the House of Representative had
already begun scrutinizing a concurrent $18.47 bid by government-run China National Offshore
Oil Corporation’s billion to purchase Unocal Corporation, the United States’ 9th largest oil
exploration corporation—a deal that would ultimately also lead to widespread criticism. Then in
June of 2005, Qingdao Haier Group—China’s largest state-owned refrigerator manufacturer—
raised many eyebrows in Congress when it offered $1.28 billion to purchase all the assets of
Iowa-based appliance maker Maytag Corporation, outbidding New York-based Ripplewood
Holding’s previous offer of $1.13 billion. 2
These examples highlight the political dimensions of an important and understudied
dimension of international political economy: mergers and acquisitions (M&As). These are a
form of foreign direct investment in which companies either combine operations (“merger”), or
one company acquires a minority/majority equity stake in another company (“acquisition”). 3
Although mergers and acquisitions are one of the primary mechanisms by which Foreign Direct
Investments (FDI) are made, almost nothing has been written by IPE scholars about these
1
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transactions. Instead, researcher studying investment flows have largely focused on topics like
whether government policies increase FDI flows, or the impact on FDI flows on growth and
stability. What this line of research has largely ignored is that not all inward FDI flows are
equally welcomed by political leaders, especially in developed countries like the United States.
As the opposition to these high profile M&A attempts illustrate, inward FDI flows may receive
strong domestic opposition. What is not yet understood, however, is what factors determine
whether M&A attempts from foreign firms are likely to be greeted by politicians with open arms
(or at least indifference) and what attempts will be greeted with hostile opposition.
In this project, we develop and test a theory of what determinants are likely to produce
political opposition to M&A attempts by foreign firms. Under the existing legal framework in
the United States, the government is only able to block foreign entities acquiring of American
firms when the transaction proposes a threat to “national security”. 4 Although it is likely the case
that members of Congress and the executive branch will react negatively to proposed M&A’s
when the firms involved are in security sensitive industries, we theorize that other factors are
also likely to cause deals to receive political opposition. We specifically hypothesize that when
the target of a foreign M&A is in an economically distressed industry, or when the target firm is
in an industry in which U.S. companies face restrictions from the acquiring firm’s government,
American officials are likely to voice opposition to the transaction regardless of the national
security implications.
We empirically test this theory by examining the factors that have produced political
opposition to attempts by Chinese firms at mergers and acquisitions of U.S. firms. In the last
fifteen years there has been a dramatic increase in the rise of Chinese M&A activity in the
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United States. In fact, as recently as the year 2000 the value of the annual M&A activity in the
United States was less than $1 million. 5 In 2013 alone, however, the value of Chinese M&A
activity in the United States was $14 billion. This dramatic increase in investment activity is a
clear indication of China’s rising economic clout, and it is likely to increase as China’s economic
importance continues to grow. As a result, an examination of when this growing source of
economic integration causes political tensions between China and the United States is necessary
to understand how the relationship between these two economic powers is likely to evolve.
To undertake that project, we have built an original dataset of 569 transitions announced
between 1999 and 2014 in which a Chinese-based firm attempted to acquire a company
operating or headquartered in the United States. For each of these transitions, we surveyed a
variety of sources—including executive branch press releases, statements in the Congressional
Record, and local newspaper stories—to determine whether an attempted acquisition produced
political opposition. We then estimate a series of regression models to explore the factors that
predict whether a given transaction is likely to generate backlash. We find that U.S. political
actors are more likely to oppose Chinese M&As in security-sensitive industries, as well as
transactions in economically distressed industries. We also find that opposition towards Chinese
inwards M&A investments is more likely in sectors in which U.S. companies faced similar
investment restrictions in China. These findings suggest that Chinese M&As of U.S.-based firms
often generate opposition even when the transaction does not run afoul of existing legal
restrictions on foreign acquisition of American companies. 6
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Our project makes several important contributions to the IPE literature. First, as China’s
economic clout and focus on outward investment increase, the M&A activities of Chinese firms
are likely to continue to produce political backlashes within the United States. Our project gives
insight into the factors that have produced such backlash over the last fifteen years, and helps to
explain when political actors are likely to oppose Chinese attempts to acquire American
companies going forward. These types of conflicts can affect the overall tenor of relations
between China and the United States. Given that this relationship is becoming one of the most
important for global stability, it is important to understand the causes of frictions in it. Second,
although existing laws only give the United States government power to block M&A attempts by
foreign firms if a proposed transaction creates a national security risk, commentators have
speculated that American officials often couch their objections to M&As in national security
terms even though the opposition is driven by other factors. 7 Our project provides empirical
evidence to support this claim by demonstrating that, even when controlling for national security
sensitivity, proposed acquisitions of American firms are likely to generate political opposition
when the target firm is either in an economically depressed industry or an industry that American
firms have been blocked from investing in by the capital-exporting state. This not only suggests
that domestic politics may affect the international relations between China and the U.S., but also
puts a spotlight on reciprocity in international politics. Tit-for-tat relations have long been
studied in the field, and have often been claimed as a source of stability and cooperation. 8 Finally,
the political economy literature has almost entirely overlooked the reactions in developed
7
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countries to investment flows from developing countries. Our project demonstrates that there are
valuable insights to be gained from researching this topic, and the importance of studying these
phenomena will only increase as capital flows from the developing to developed world continue
to grow.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Part 2 reviews existing literature on mergers and
acquisitions by foreign companies from both a political economy perspective and a legal and
institutional perspective, and generates hypotheses on when foreign M&As are likely to produce
political opposition. Part 3 provides background on the legal framework that governs foreign
M&As in the United States as well as historical and institutional background on Chinese outward
investment policy. This helps to document the ways China’s rise in the world economy has
unfolded. Part 4 describes our research design and the original dataset that was built for this
project. Part 5 presents our empirical results and considers limitations to the inferences that can
be drawn from our project. Part 6 concludes by discussing our findings and proposing future
research that could build on this project.

2. Literature and Theoretical Foundations
Why would a country resist inward merger and acquisition activity? Or, more broadly,
why would a potential host country oppose direct foreign investment? Much research on this
question has focused on developing countries’ reactions to capital inflows from companies in the
developed world. In this literature, concern over power relations and dependency has been
foremost.

9
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development or just greater dependency on rich countries and their firms. 10 Another strand of the
literature has focused on other important economic questions like what factors enable countries
to receive FDI, 11 the effects of FDI on growth and stability, 12 and economic and distributional
consequences of FDI. 13 Within this literature political scientists have often focused on the role of
political institutions, such as a country’s degree of democratization, on FDI flows. 14 For example,
one recent paper that closely tracks our empirical interest is by Pandya. 15 In a cross-national
analysis of FDI restrictions, Pandya finds that democracies have fewer restrictions on FDI flows
and that labor organizations see their political fortunes increase with less restrictive inward FDI
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flows. 16 Yet, the examples in our introduction demonstrate, we know that democracies like the
United States do not always welcome inward FDI; and so our paper helps to understand variation
in support for inward FDI, here in the form of M&A attempts. Furthermore, less research has
looked at the reactions of relatively rich countries to foreign investments by firms from
developing ones. 17
Rather than focusing on the influence that broad institutions have on inward FDI flows in
a cross-national setting, we explore the variation in political reactions to inflows of foreign
investment within a particular set of political and economic institutions. Given that previous
work shows that democracies have more liberal FDI policies than non-democracies, we focus on
a democratic country: the United States. This is a “tough” case for restrictions both because
democracies generally have fewer restrictions to inward FDI flows, 18 but also because the United
States specifically has been uniquely open to foreign investment. 19 Although American policy
largely has been friendly to inward FDI flows, not all attempts by foreign entities have been
equally well received. Instead, over the last forty years, political opposition to a series of
controversial attempts by foreign firms to acquire American companies led to both legislation
and executive orders that created a legal framework by which an executive branch body—the
Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS)—reviews proposed transactions
and reports to Congress. 20 Our project aims to explain the variation in political responses to
transactions reviewed through this process; and by isolating the role of institutions in this way,
16
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we try to reveal the determinants of whether political actors choose to express protectionist
sentiments in response to foreign M&A attempts.
We also focus on the Chinese case because of its increasingly important role in the world
economy, though of course future work could expand beyond this case. 21 The literature on
Chinese acquisitions focuses largely on the motives and behavior of Chinese firms; which
includes investments for strategic assets and competitive advantages, 22 and brand recognition
and technology diffusion. 23 These supply side forces are important, but in this paper we focus on
determinants of demand. By focusing on the demand side, we try to explain what M&A’s are
protested, and which are not. We explore three factors that have the potential to produce
opposition to M&A attempts by foreign firms: national security sensitivity, economic distress,
and reciprocity.

National Security Sensitivity
In the second half of the twentieth century, states have negotiated an increasingly dense
web of international economic agreements that have removed domestic legal barriers to foreign
trade and investment. Through these agreements, however, states have consistently reserved the
right to restrict otherwise permitted economic activity if it would pose a threat to national
security. In fact, the United States has worked to ensure that the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT), the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), and the Bilateral
Investment Treaties (BITs) that American has signed all have explicit provisions that allow it to
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restrict transactions that would pose threats to national security. 24 Moreover, as previously noted,
the only legal basis by which the federal government can block an attempt by a foreign entity to
conduct an M&A with an American firm is if the transaction would pose a threat to national
security. As a result, it is clear that attempts to acquire target firms in industries that are sensitive
to national security are likely to produce opposition from political leaders.
The scope of the “national security” exception has never been precisely defined, however,
has been subject to different interpretations even within Congress. 25 Instead of a precise
definition, the current law regulating foreign investment in the United States defines national
security sensitive industries to include those that implicate “critical infrastructure”, “critical
technology”, “critical resources”, and the presence of any other factors the executive branch
deems appropriate. 26 As some commentators have argued, this broad definition of national
security—and the ambiguity that results from it—has left political actors with the ability to try
and block proposed transactions in the name of national security, even if the link between the
target firm and any tangible threat is obscure . 27 As a result, it is likely that there are other factors
that are driving political actors to express opposition to proposed transactions.

Economic Distress
Another clear motivation that is likely to lead political leaders to oppose foreign M&As is
the desire to protect local economic interests that might be hurt by M&A activity. Crystal
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advanced this view by stating that “to the extent foreign companies are able to exploit their firmspecific advantages within the host country – domestic capital specific to these affected sectors
should react in a similar (negative) way toward IFDI and favor more restrictive or discriminatory
policies”. 28 Firms in distressed industries—such as those that have experienced recent down
turns or those doing substantially worse than the rest of the economy 29 —may try to block
foreign acquisitions in their industry through either lobbying Congressmen, or either having
industry associations pressure the Federal government. 30 As described below, we tap distress by
measuring abnormal rates of unemployment within the firm’s sector. Since economic interests
are of primary concern for elected officials because of political pressures, then we would
generally expect greater opposition for foreign direct investment in an area of “economic
distress”. 31 This was certainly the case during the 1980s when Congress began to grant the
executive branch additional authority to block foreign M&As in response to the perception that
Japanese firms were deliberatively targeting vulnerable U.S. firms. 32
In fact, the economic distress of a given industry is likely to be a greater concern for
foreign M&As than for greenfield investments because “M&As in industrial countries result in
significant employment reductions in the acquired firm”. 33 This is driven by the fact that when a
firm is acquired in an industry where there is high unemployment, the acquiring firm usually
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eliminates jobs during the process of creating "synergies" between the aggregated businesses.
Therefore, one would expect more political opposition toward foreign acquisitions of U.S. firms
in industries that are economically distressed, even if the targeted firms are not in industries that
are implicate national security concerns.

Reciprocity
Another factor that has the potential to influence where government officials oppose
foreign acquisitions of U.S. firms is whether there is poor reciprocal access to foreign markets.
While executive branch officials have denied that reciprocity would influence policy-makers’
treatment of inflows of FDI from China, 34 Crystal emphasizes reciprocity as a major issue when
assessing inward investment. Crystal argues that “the extent to which producers have an
incentive to use domestic barriers as a bargaining tool to improve foreign market access” is
paramount. 35 In fact, during the 1980s there was an effort in Congress to ban foreign investments
in the United States unless American citizens were citizen reciprocal access to the foreign
investors’ domestic market. 36 Although this proposal was blocked by the Reagan administration
out of concern that it would lead to retribution from other countries, it demonstrates that public
officials have been concerned with whether American investors have received equal treatment.
Moreover, China has raised objections to American efforts to screen foreign
investments, 37 and in 2011, created a “National Security Review” (NSR) process that mirrors the
American system. 38 The NSR was created by the Chinese Ministry of Commerce, and requires
foreign companies to report investment and acquisition of Chinese enterprises. Since access to
34
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Chinese markets is a crucial part of US-China economic policy, 39 it would be reasonable to
expect more “reciprocal” opposition toward Chinese acquisitions in industries that face
restrictions in investing in China.
More broadly, reciprocity is an extremely important concept for scholars of international
relations and international political economy to study. Earlier theoretical work examined how
punishment strategies could be used to support cooperation. 40 Subsequent empirical work has
examined the role of reciprocity in a broad variety of domains, including security, 41 and on
issues like global warming. 42 We add to this important literature by thinking about reciprocity
between two large economies in the area of FDI.

Other factors
Aside from these three political economy factors—security, economic distress, and
reciprocity—two other factors are likely to make U.S. politicians more likely to oppose M&A
attempts by foreign entities which will be important to control for in our multivariate analyses.
First, politicians are more likely to express opposition to “state-owned” enterprises attempting to
acquire American companies. State ownership of the foreign firm—epically ownership by the
Chinese government—is likely to increase fears that acquisition of an American target will
create risks to both national security and economic competiveness, 43 and the transaction is thus
39
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likely to receive greater scrutiny. Second, U.S. politicians are likely to express greater opposition
to foreign acquisitions when the target firm has higher brand recognition. Transactions that
involve well known firms are more likely to gain widespread public attention, and thus increase
the likelihood that political leaders will feel compelled to express populist sentiments that the
firm should be under the control of Americans.

3. Background on US/China Mergers and Acquisitions
This part provides background on the M&As that our project analyzes in two parts. First,
we outline the legal framework that governs foreign M&As in the United States. Second, we
briefly discuss the development of Chinese outward investment policy since the 1980s that has
resulted in a dramatic increase in Chinese M&A activity in the United States.

United States Legal Restrictions on Foreign M&As
Although the United States is arguably the most open country in the world to inward
foreign investment, 44 there are legal restrictions in place that regulate attempts by foreign entities
to acquire American firms. In fact, there is a government body responsible for regulating
attempts by foreign entities to conduct M&As with U.S. firms: the Committee on Foreign
Investment in the United States (“CFIUS”).
The CFIUS was established in 1975 by President Ford after the energy crisis of 1972 to
1975. 45 At the time there was concern that members of OPEC would use the surpluses gained in
the recent oil embargo on the United States to buy up American firms and assets. In response, the
Ford Administration created the CFIUS as an independent Federal agency to monitor
acquisitions in the United States. The Secretary of the Treasury was named the Chairman of this
44
45
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inter-agency committee that carried the responsibility to monitor the “impact of foreign
investment in the United States . . . for coordinating the implementation of United States policy
in such investment”. 46 Given this vague mandate, it is perhaps unsurprising that the CFIUS did
little to restrict foreign investment in the United States for the next decade.
During the 1980s, as Japan’s economy was forecasted to exceed that of the United States
within a few decades, the increasing number of Japanese companies purchasing large US brands
began to draw attention from members of Congress. 47 Although there were a number of M&As
conducted by Japanese firms that produced criticism from American officials, it was electronics
giant Fujitsu’s attempted $225 million acquisition of Fairchild Semiconductor in 1987 that
prompted Congress to expand the executive branch’s authority to regulate foreign M&As. 48
Even though Fairchild Semiconductor was in fact a subsidiary of the French firm Schlumberger,
members of Congress argued that the transaction could lead to “industrial espionage,” and
eventually forced Fujitsu to withdraw its transaction. 49 By this time, some members of Congress
began to suspect that CFIUS was not fulfilling its mandate, and the controversy gave rise to the
passage of the 1988 Exon-Florio provision. 50
The Exon-Florio provision gave the President the authority to block proposed or pending
foreign mergers and acquisitions when there was “credible evidence” that a transaction would
“impair” national security. Although Congress granted this power to the President directly,
President Reagan issued an executive order that delegated the authority to review and block
mergers into the hands of the CFIUS. The order transformed CFIUS from an administrative body
46

Housing Committee on Banking, and Urban Affairs,, 'A Review of the CFIUS Process for Implementing the
Exon-Florio Amendment,' (Washington, DC: United States Senate, October 20, 2005), p. 140.
47
Curtis J. Milhaupt, 'Is the US Ready for FDI from China? Lessons from Japan's Experience in the 1980s,' in Karl
P. Sauvant, ed. Investing in the United States: Is the US Ready for FDI from China? (Cheltenham (UK): Edward
Elgar, 2009), pp. 185-208.
48
Zaring, 'CFIUS as a Congressional Notification Service'.
49
Milhaupt, 'Is the US Ready for FDI from China? Lessons from Japan's Experience in the 1980s'.
50
Jackson, 'The Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States'.
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that merely “review[ed] and analyze[d] data” to a significant authority that could advise the
President and block certain transactions. 51 What is perhaps most notable about this reform,
however, is that although many of the transactions that gave rise to Congress granting the
president additional authority to block foreign M&As of American companies did not pose
national security threats, 52 this reform only allowed transactions to be blocked when they
imposed risks to national security.
Although the Exon-Florio amendment provided the President greater power—which was
delegate to the CFIUS—to block foreign attempts to acquire American firms, in practice CFIUS
only took steps to block a handful of transactions. This led to Congress passing legislation in
1992 that amended the Exon-Florio statute. 53 Known as the Byrd Amendment, this legislation
required the executive branch to initiate more investigations, and also increased CFIUS
obligation to report transactions to Congress. Fifteen years later, members of Congress again
expressed displeasure that CFIUS was not blocking more transactions. This lead to the passage
of the Foreign Investment and National Security Act of 2007 (“FINSA”). FINSA codified the
role of CFIUS (which had previously only been created by executive order), provided more
detailed instructions on when to conduct investigations, granted CFIUS power to impose
sanctions on foreign companies, and increased CFIUS congressional reporting requirements. 54
Yet despite these Congressional actions taken to force the executive branch to increase its
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Jackson, 'The Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States'.
When discussing the Fairchild-Fujitsu controversy, Kang notes that the it was “questionable” whether the product
posed national security threats and that “[t]he real driving force behind the Controversy, then, was the political
advantage many elected policymakers perceived in meeting the Japanese economic challenge.” See Kang, 'U.S.
Politics and Greater Regulation of Inward Foreign Direct Investment', pp. 321-322.
53
Zaring, 'CFIUS as a Congressional Notification Service'; Jackson, 'The Committee on Foreign Investment in the
United States'.
54
Zaring, 'CFIUS as a Congressional Notification Service'; Jackson, 'The Committee on Foreign Investment in the
United States'.
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scrutiny of foreign transactions, the CFIUS still has a great deal of discretion to determine how
to regulate foreign investment. 55
Under the existing legal framework created by this series of executive orders and
Congressional actions, foreign entities hoping to acquire American firms are required to submit
their proposed transactions to the CFIUS for evaluation. This evaluation lasts a maximum of 30
days, and if the CFIUS choses to do so, it can launch a longer 45 day investigation during this
window. After an investigation, the CFIUS must make a recommendation to the President to
either block the transaction or permit it to go forward. CFIUS is also required to report regularly
to Congress, whose members often voice opposition to proposed transactions. Although the legal
basis for opposition must be that the transaction threatens national security, commentators have
noted that both executive branch officials and members of Congress are likely to claim that
transactions threaten national security when they are actually motivated by other concerns. 56

Growth of Chinese Outward Investment and Attempted M&As
After its communist revolution in 1949, China was both largely closed to foreign
investment from other countries, and also took few steps to invest capital abroad. Beginning in
the 1980s under the leadership of Deng Xiaoping and a new reform-minded 11th Central
Committee, China begin transitioning to a state-led market-based economy. This process was
known as “Gai Ge Kai Fang,” or literally “Reform and Opening Up.” 57 This policy change had a
significant impact on China’s investment activity. Foreign direct investment into China increased
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Zaring, 'CFIUS as a Congressional Notification Service'.
Connell and Huang, 'An Empirical Analysis of CFIUS: Examining Foreign Investment Regulation in the United
States'.
57
One of the first investment-oriented reforms of “Reform and Opening Up” was the 1979 “Law on Joint Ventures
using Chinese and Foreign Investment.” The implementation of this law allowed foreign companies to operate in the
mainland while taking equity ownership stakes in their projects with Chinese state-owned enterprises—hence a
“joint” venture. See People's Republic of China, 'The Law of the People's Republic of China on Joint Venture using
Chinese and Foreign Investment,' (Beijing: Fifth National People's Congress, July 1, 1979)..
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dramatically from virtually $0 in 1979, to $4 billion in 1992, and to $84 billion in 2012. 58
Simultaneously, Chinese state-owned enterprises began to make investments outside the country
(although most of these investment projects were rather small and were on average less than
US$ 1 million each in the early 1990s). 59
Although this process started in the 1980s, the size and scope of China’s outward
investments began to increase dramatically just before the start of the twenty-first century. In
1999 the Chinese government formally announced the “Going Global” (zou chu qu) campaign to
encourage its domestic firms to make investments overseas. Immediately after announcing this
new investment policy, the Chinese government initiated a series of reforms that made it easier
for Chinese firms to invest abroad. In 1999, the State Administration of Foreign Exchange
(“SAFE”) decentralized the right to approve access to foreign currencies for companies making
investments abroad, thereby relaxing some of the foreign currency controls. 60 At the same time,
the National Development and Reform Commission (“NDRC”) granted direct and indirect
subsidies targeted at industries that were deemed as crucial for China’s national economy
(provided primarily in the form of direct and preferential bank loans from Chinese state-owned
banks).

61

The Chinese government also established the State-Owned Asset Supervision

Administration Commission (“SASAC”), which directly managed most state-owned enterprises
in order to promote China’s foreign investments abroad. Additionally, in 2004 the Chinese
government simplified its approval process for outward foreign direct investment by enacting
The Verification and Approval of Overseas Investment Projects Tentative Administrative
Procedures.
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Data obtained from UNCTAD database.
Schüller and Turner, 'Global Ambitions: Chinese Companies Spread their Wings'.
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Taken together, these policies—as well as a number of other reforms—have created
strong government support for outward foreign investment by Chinese firms. Despite these
reforms, however, Chinese outward foreign direct investments still remain small in an absolute
sense, with 1.1% of global FDI flows in 2007 but by 2012 they had increased to 6.1% in 2012.62
The increase in Chinese FDI outflows have thus been dramatic, and China’s clear policies
facilitating foreign investment—as well as China’s amassing of foreign exchange reserve—are
likely to boost China’s global “investment footprint” in the future.
In fact, the growth has been so dramatic that in 2013 China went on a “buying spree” and
invested $14 billion in the United States alone. 63 Of course, the buying spree that has taken place
over the last 15 years has not been entirely free of controversy within the United States. Instead,
in our sample 12% of M&A attempts by Chinese firms in the United States have met with
political opposition. For example, in 2005 the Chinese National Offshore Oil Corporation was
forced to withdraw its $13 billion dollar bid for Unocal Corporation as a result of strong
bipartisan Congressional pressure led by representatives like Nancy Pelosi who argued that
“communist” ownership of America’s 9th largest oil firm posed a national security threat. 64 At
the same time, even though the transaction did not pose national security risks for the United
States, a Chinese multination company, the Haier Group, withdrew its $1.3 billion bid to
purchase Maytag Corporation in order to avoid a political maelstrom. 65
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United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, 'Inward and Outward Foreign Direct investment Flows,
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These two examples are not an exhaustive list of propose Chinese investments in the
United States that have generated political opposition, but instead merely representative of a
myriad of transitions that have sparked political backlash. Our project seeks to understand the
determinants of U.S. political opposition toward the whole span of Chinese M&A investments in
America since the launching the “Going Global” campaign in 1999. The growth of these
investments, alongside the much larger levels of Greenfield investments, is given in figure 1.

Figure 1: Evolution of Chinese Greenfield investments and merger and acquisitions in the United
States over time.
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4. Research Design and Data
Our study explores the determinants of resistance to inward FDI flows by examining
political opposition toward Chinese firms' attempted and completed purchases of American
companies from 1999-2014. 66 This part presents the original dataset that was constructed for this
project.

Chinese Firms M&A Attempts of US Firms
To analyze Chinese firms' activities in the U.S. M&A market, we built a dataset of
proposed acquisitions primarily using data from the ThomsonOne Banker database maintained
by Thomson Financial. The ThomsonOne Banker database is superior to official and other
commercial databases because it holds the greatest number of announced and completed deals. 67
The deals found using ThomsonOne included transactions with both publicly listed companies
and private companies. This does not include private transactions that are kept confidential to
both the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and the business community. 68 We would
not expect that it would even be possible for there to political debate on these transactions, nor
do we have any feasible way to measure them. Our criteria for the "targets" and "acquirers" were,
respectively, companies operating or headquartered in the United States and companies likewise

66

Our dataset includes transaction from 1/1/1999 to 6/20/2014.
All relevant transactions found in the SDC Platinum database, Heritage Foundation database, and Chinese
MOFCOM website were already included dataset extracted from ThomsonOne Banker. Of course, our data still
lacks those transactions that were not approved by the Chinese Ministry of Commerce, or not brought to them, and
were thus "never initiated." See Schüller and Turner, 'Global Ambitions: Chinese Companies Spread their Wings'.
Because our study focuses on only U.S. domestic opposition toward Chinese M&As, we disregard any of these
missing transactions that faced Chinese "political opposition." Of course a deeper issue is the set of deals that never
get initiated because of expected opposition in the United States. Later on we discuss the implications of this sample
selection issue.
68
Only publicly-listed companies are required to report their M&A activity, including announcements and
completions to the Securities and Exchange Commission.
67
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in China, Hong Kong, or Macau. 69 From this comprehensive dataset, we filtered out M&A
transactions in which the Chinese acquirer is a China-based subsidiary of a non-Chinese
company (e.g., KPMG Hong Kong, Shenzhen Pepsi Cola, etc), or the target is an offshore
subsidiary of a U.S. company (e.g., “Shanghai General Motors Company”). 70 There are 566
transactions that met these criteria in our dataset.

Dependent Variable
In order to determine the existence "political opposition" toward each of the 569
transactions, we conducted a comprehensive survey of Federal, Congressional and local
government resources for discussion that pertains to the Chinese acquisition. We assess Federal
government opposition by reviewing press releases of the United States Treasury Department,
Commerce Department, Justice Department, State Department, U.S. Trade Commission,
Securities and Exchange Commission, and the U.S. Federal Reserve. For Congressional
opposition, we review Congressional Research Services reports, statements of Congressmen in
Congressional Records and Hearings using the Lexis-Nexis Congressional Research Digital
Collection, as well as statement hearings and reports published by the United States-China
Economic and Security Review Commission (“USCC”). 71 In addition, we also scope out any
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While many mainland Chinese private firms have located to Hong Kong for corporate governance reasons, other
Hong Kong firms predating to the pre-1997 era may arguably be considered "non-Chinese" firms by some scholars.
However, we decide to maintain general consistency and regard all firms based in Hong Kong and Macau after their
dates of handover to the P.R.C. (1997 and 1999 respectively) as "Chinese". For the same reasons, we exclude
Taiwanese firms. Below we discuss briefly how our results differ by firms headquartered in mainland China or
Hong Kong.
70
Our reasons for this exclusion is two-fold: First, the purchase of a U.S. target by an acquirer whose ultimate
corporate owners are not Chinese could not be defined by our research as a U.S. asset acquisition by foreign entities
of Chinese origin. Second, although a foreign purchase of an American-owned subsidiary operating outside the U.S,
could technically be deemed as "inward foreign direct investment", the effects of such transactions on U.S. political
debate is virtually insignificant for most industries.
71
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Minority Leaders of the Senate, and the Speaker and the Minority Leader of the House of Representatives. Because
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include USCC's concern with any particular Chinese acquisition as a "Congressional opposition."
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local government opposition towards Chinese acquisition by surveying local newspapers using
WorldBank/NewsBank news services though there were very few of these. We found 59 cases of
opposition. 72 We pool all instances of opposition together because analyzing different sources,
while interesting, leads to substantial sparseness.
Our criteria for determining the existence of political opposition towards a Chinese
acquisition involves an expression of opposition or concern regarding the transaction. For
example, the following passage from a statement by Representative McCotter would qualify as
opposition towards the 2008 Huawei-3Com deal:
Mr. Speaker, the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States must review and
block Bain Capital and Communist China's Huawei Technologies' deal with the 3Com
Corporation. If approved, Communist China's Huawei Technologies stake in the 3Com
Corporation will gravely compromise our free Republic's national security. 73
We also include a few transactions in which opposition was expressed after the
acquisition was completed (e.g. Cornerstone Overseas purchase of Wham-O in 2006), since
these instances of opposition still illustrate the extent of US political opposition. Excluding these
observations do not change our results. 74 In total we identified 60 instances of opposition. 75
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We pool all instances of opposition together because analyzing different sources, while interesting, leads to
substantial sparseness with respect to local (non-Congressional) opposition. Future research should explore in more
qualitative terms any differences.
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Thaddeus McCotter, 'Communist China and CIFUS: Dropping the Shark,' Congressional Record, Vol. 153, No.
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Independent Variables
The independent variables for this project correspond to the three factors that we
hypothesized as driving opposition to inward FDI flows: national security sensitivity, economic
distress, and reciprocity.

National Security Sensitivity
To measure national security sensitivity we create a binary variable (Security), with a 1
indicating that the U.S. target firm is national security sensitive and 0 otherwise. In order to
determine whether a target firm is sensitive with regards to national security, we employ the
CFIUS’s “Guidance Concerning the National Security Review”, 76 which delineates the rules for
determining a national security threat in a foreign M&A. Using the "Factors for Consideration"
in the report—with insights from talks with CFIUS representatives—we develop a list of
instructions in coding the security sensitivity of a U.S. target (see Appendix). 77 In general, a
company is deemed security sensitive if it has military/government contracts, has operations
related to U.S. national security (i.e. key infrastructure, natural resources, IT, telecom,
transportation, major banks), or conducts business in advanced technology subject to U.S. export
controls. This definition is broad and includes a range of companies from “low” sensitivity (i.e.
companies operating in security-related industries) to “high” sensitivity (i.e. companies with

etc. Furthermore, we have no reason to suspect that any miscoding would be systematically related to any of our
explanatory variables.
76
Department of Treasury, 'Guidance Concerning the National Security Review Conducted by the Committee on
Foreign Investment in the United States,' Federal Register, Vol. 73, No. 236, 2008, pp. 74567-74572.
77
In general, security sensitive items—as defined by the U.S. Federal government—fall under the following
categories: (1) requirements for the manufacturing and production of national defense-related goods; (2)
requirements for sources of energy and other critical resources and material; (3) requirements for critical high
technologies; (4) requirements for national security and government related transportation; and (5) any other
requirements related to “critical infrastructure" Department of Treasury, 'Guidance Concerning the National Security
Review Conducted by the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States'..
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direct access to U.S. classified information, weapons, or systems). For example, businesses that
meet this description span from small miners (e.g. Firstgold) and regional banks (e.g. UCBH) to
major oil drillers (e.g. Unocal) and large financial institutions (e.g. Morgan Stanley).

Economic Distress
In order to test the economic distress hypothesis, we use measures of unemployment as a
general proxy for the level of economic distress that a target company is facing. We have two
justifications for this decision. First, it would not be possible to measure this at the firm level for
non-publically traded companies (i.e., we do not observe stock prices, etc.). Second, in the U.S.
there are often industry associations that speak on behalf of business sectors they are associated
with. Therefore, assessing levels of distress based on macro industries will suffice for our
analyses. 78
To create our economic distress variable, we collect aggregate and industry-level
unemployment rates from 2000-2010 using the Bureau of Labor Statistics datasets from the
Global Insight database. 79 Some studies use a measure of change in unemployment rates to
determine trends across time. 80 However, such a variable does not take into account the
performance of the overall economy. Obviously it is likely that an industry experiencing an

78
We use the Bureau of Labor Statistics' scheme for labeling macro-industries (e.g. Nondurable, Mining, etc) in the
Economic Distress variables. The labels are slightly different from and more varied than the macro-industry labels
given by the data set extracted from ThomsonOne Banker. We use the ThomsonOne Banker's micro-industry labels
(e.g.,. Automotive Parts, Drilling Equipment, etc) to incorporate the BLS macro-industry labels for each transaction.
79
The Bureau of Labor Statistics database did not have pre-2000 industry-level unemployment rate data; for our
1999 transactions, we use 2000 data. For each industry and year, we also use each industry's January unemployment
rate figure in order to maintain consistency. The data we use for the average unemployment rate for the entire U.S.
economy also uses January unemployment figures.
80
This could be percentage change in the unemployment rate in a macro-industry since the previous year, "%
Change in Unemployment." For any given industry this would be "% Change in Unemployment"= (Unemployment
Rate, Year T – Unemployment Rate, Year T-1) / (Unemployment Rate, Year T-1). This measure will isolate
industries that have experienced more job loss over the previous year, and thus more economic distress. Using such
a measure generally gives similar results to those we report below. Martin J. Conyon, Sourafel Girma, Steve
Thompson and Peter W. Wright, 'The Impact of Mergers and Acquisitions on Company Employment in the United
States,' European Economic Review, Vol. 46, No. 1, 2002, pp. 31-49.
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unemployment rate higher than the U.S. average (e.g. manufacturing) to be regarded by
politicians as more distressed than an industry performing better than the overall economy (e.g.
financial sector) in terms of unemployment. Thus, we construct a variable to measure “abnormal
unemployment" (which we label as Economic Distress), that measures the net unemployment
rate that an industry is facing measured against the average unemployment rate for the entire U.S.
economy in that year. 81 A positive value for Economic Distress would indicate that an industry is
performing worse than the entire economy. Of course, the failure of Economic Distress to control
for variation in unemployment rate across time for a given industry may prevent us from
measuring "intra-industry" trends in economic distress. Our results are robust to alternative
measurement strategies such as using the year to year percentage change in unemployment
within the macro-industry.

Reciprocity
In order to test the reciprocity hypothesis, we extract a dataset of American firms' activity
in the Chinese M&A market from 1998 to 2014 using the ThomsonOne Banker database. We
include all transactions involving acquirers that are based in the United States and targets that are
based in China. Using the similar criteria for exclusion as in the Chinese dataset, we create a
final dataset of several thousand transactions.
Like the Chinese dataset, each transaction included the official deal status of the U.S.
company's acquisition bid (i.e., completed, pending, withdrawn, etc.). Unfortunately, neither
ThomsonOne nor other commercials databases hold detailed information on the reasons for the
failure of transactions given the status "withdrawn." Soliciting such information from Chinese
government sources and newspapers would be equally difficult. For example, many of these
81

For any given year "t", "Abnormal Unemployment, industry x" = "Unemployment Rate, industry x" – "Unemployment
Rate, average".
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decisions would involve Chinese government level decisions which are not currently available to
us as researchers. Using the available data from ThomsonOne Banker, we constructed a measure
of completion rate of U.S. deals (Reciprocity), 82 which calculates the percentage of deals with
status "Completed" for a given macro-industry in a given year. 83 We expect a greater probability
of U.S. political opposition towards a particular acquisition of a U.S. target by a Chinese acquirer
if domestic firms in the U.S. target's industry have faced higher barriers toward M&A
completion in China in the previous year. 84

Control Variables
Along with our main independent variables, we assess two control variables that may be
significant factors in influencing incentives toward opposing Chinese M&A activity.

Ownership Type of Acquirer
State ownership of multinational corporations has been cited by numerous scholars as a
crucial factor in politicians' opposition toward inward FDI. 85 We follow Carlsten Holz in
defining a Chinese company as a “state-owned [and/or] state-controlled enterprise” if the “state
share is relatively large compared to the shares of other ownership categories.” 86 In order to
maintain uniformity and comprehensiveness in classification, we follow Delios et al. and other
corporate governance scholars by focusing on the "ultimate owner" of a Chinese company as its
82

For any given industry "x" and year "t": "Completion Rate of US deals " = "Number of completed deals" /
"Number of total announced deals".
83
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"ownership type." 87 Because the ultimate owner is practically the last shareholder of a
management chain, the Chinese government could theoretically exert its influence over its
control as the ultimate owner of a firm. 88 We create the control variable (GovtOwned) for each
transaction, with a 1 indicating a "state-owned" acquirer (i.e., ultimate owner is a governmentaffiliated institution) and 0 indicating a "private-owned" acquirer (i.e., private individual or
institution). For a relatively small number of firms, we were unable to dispositively code this
variable. We suspect that these firms are not government owned, and hence we create a second
variable, GovtOwned2, where we set these observations to 0.

Size of Target
Other firm-specific attributes—namely, its brand recognition—may influence political
actors' assessment of its acquisition by Chinese firms. We expect Chinese acquisitions of more
well-known American companies to be more salient in public discourse, and thus be more likely
to trigger political debate. We use its size as a proxy, and in particular the "Target's Enterprise
Value at Announcement" since it represents the US market's determination of the target's size
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Andrew Delios, Zhi Jian Wu and Nan Zhou, 'A New Perspective on Ownership Identities in China's Listed
Companies,' Management and Organization Review, Vol. 2, No. 3, 2006, pp. 319-343.
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before its potential purchase. 89 Nevertheless, most of the private non-listed US firms did not
report "Target's Enterprise Value at Announcement." We decided to assign all of these
observations to be "nano-cap" size companies. 90 Because of this incompleteness of our target
size data, we construct a binary variable Large Firm that proxies the name/brand recognition of
the target firm, with a value of 1 indicating an enterprise value over $200 million (small-cap to
mega-cap) and thus a more well-known firm.

5. Empirical Results
Our binary dependent variable indicating political opposition is coded as a 1 indicating at
least one instance of Federal, Congressional, and/or local political opposition toward a
transaction. Overall 10% of our sample has a dependent variable of 1. Hence, if we had a
baseline model with no explanatory variables, the constant would capture this baseline. Below
we present changes in the probability of the dependent variable, and this baseline should be kept
in mind in interpreting these changes. We estimate a series of standard logit models with robust
standard errors. We also estimate models with year fixed effects. Year fixed effects account for
any unobserved, or unmeasured variables that are constant at the year level. This includes the
overall state of U.S.-Chinese relations, the partisan make-up of Congress, the party of the
President, or other factors in China such as changes in the overall FDI regulatory environment
that are constant for the year. 91
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"Target's Enterprise Value at Announcement" is the average of all investment bankers' and financial analysts'
valuations of the target firm on the announcement day of the transaction. Therefore, the "enterprise value" is the
market consensus for this firm's size.
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Very few large and notable U.S. companies are private and non-listed (e.g. Wegmans, Koch, Cargill, etc), and no
Chinese firms have ever attempted to acquire any of these companies.
91
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contained in the Tsinghua database on US-China relations would be one such source of data
((http://www.imir.tsinghua.edu.cn/publish/iis/7522/index.html). Thanks to a reviewer we note that over time China
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The first model, m1, includes our three main explanatory variables. Model m2 adds year
fixed effects to this specification. Model m3 adds our control variables, and m4 adds year fixed
effects to model m3. Finally, models m5 and m6 modify models m3 and m4 by using the
alternative GovtOwn2 measure. When we include year fixed effects, the sample sizes decrease
slightly because in several years there was no variation in the dependent variable (i.e. no
protests). Results are presented in Table 1. Additional results using an a linear probability
model—which does not drop observations due to year fixed effects—are presented in Table 2.
As the results in Table 2 show, our results are robust to this alternative specification.

DV: Political
Resistance
Security
Economic
Distress
Reciprocity

m1
0.825**
[0.293]

m2
0.966**
[0.309]

m3
0.657*
[0.300]

m4
0.503
[0.359]

m5
0.599*
[0.295]

m6
0.468
[0.355]

0.187*
[0.0764]
-1.991**
[0.598]

0.173*
[0.0697]
-3.000**
[1.078]

0.235**
[0.0906]
-2.095**
[0.613]
0.375
[0.292]
0.883*
[0.375]

0.249**
[0.0855]
-3.245**
[1.077]
0.912*
[0.415]
0.937*
[0.425]

0.206**
[0.0790]
-2.028**
[0.593]

0.227**
[0.0757]
-3.253**
[1.059]

535

486

0.957**
[0.371]
0.494+
[0.289]
565

0.947*
[0.424]
1.020**
[0.387]
513

GovtOwned
Large Firm
GovtOwned2
Observations

566

514

Standard errors in brackets; +p < 0.10, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01

Table 1: Determinants of political resistance to Chinese merger and acquisition attempts. Models
m2, m4, and m6 contain year fixed effects. Differing sample sizes due to missing data for
government ownership or no variation within a year in dependent variable in models with year
fixed effects. All coefficients from logit model with robust standard errors.

has increasingly delegated control from the national to more local level over determining FDI outflow decisions.
These dynamics might pose interesting temporal variation that we abstract away from in the current paper.
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DV: Political
Resistance
Security
Economic
Distress
Reciprocity

m1
0.0777*
[0.0314]

m2
0.0805*
[0.0321]

m3
0.0617+
[0.0322]

m4
0.0473
[0.0334]

m5
0.0536+
[0.0296]

m6
0.0463
[0.0307]

0.0179*
[0.00798]
-0.183**
[0.0596]

0.0140+
[0.00769]
-0.185*
[0.0740]

0.0220*
[0.00894]
-0.201**
[0.0633]
0.0444
[0.0289]
0.0965+
[0.0504]

0.0201*
[0.00886]
-0.237**
[0.0838]
0.0986*
[0.0454]
0.0930+
[0.0497]

0.0191*
[0.00799]
-0.185**
[0.0588]

0.0170*
[0.00763]
-0.197**
[0.0721]

535

535

0.103*
[0.0498]
0.0533+
[0.0282]
565

0.0929+
[0.0496]
0.0965**
[0.0370]
565

GovtOwned
Large Firm
GovtOwned2
Observations

566

566

Standard errors in brackets; +p < 0.10, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01

Table 2: Determinants of political resistance to Chinese merger and acquisition attempts. Models
m2, m4, and m6 contain year fixed effects. All coeffcients from linear probability model with
robust standard errors.

The results presented in Table 1 strongly reject the null hypothesis that political
opposition toward Chinese acquisitions cannot be explained by a set of political economy factors.
Government opposition toward a certain transaction can be systematically predicted on the basis
of national security sensitivity, economic distress, and reciprocity factors.

Independent Variables
Security Sensitivity
Our results provide strong evidence in support for the security sensitivity hypothesis. The
variable Security by itself is positively and significantly related to the probability of triggering
political opposition, suggesting that a Chinese acquisition of a potentially security sensitive US
asset would be seen as a “security threat,” and would likely lead to opposition from political
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actors. This variable is positive and highly significant in all models except models 4 and 6 where
the coefficient is close to statistical significance.

Figure 2: Effect of Security moving from sample minimum to maximum holding all other
variables at sample mean.

The substantive effect of this variable is also important. In Figure 2 we present the
predicted probability of resistance when the target firm is not security sensitive (0) and when it is
sensitive (1), using model m5 and holding all other variables at their mean. The change in
probability is nearly .06 on the 0 to 1 probability scale. This is substantively important in light of
our baseline probability of political protest. Furthermore, in additional models not reported, this
effect gets substantially stronger when we allow for an interaction between our measure of
Chinese government ownership and our security sensitivity variable. This shows that the security
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sensitivity of a target is amplified if the acquiring firm is government owned rather than a private
firm.

Economic Distress

Figure 3: Effect of Economic Distress moving from sample minimum to maximum holding all
other variables at sample mean.

Using the abnormal unemployment of the target industry as a proxy for the target
industry's level of Economic Distress, we find a strong positive and statistically significant
relationship with political opposition. Chinese acquisitions in industries that are underperforming
the U.S. economy would likely trigger opposition. This variable is positive and statistically
significant in each model, including those with year fixed effects and additional control variables.
Substantively this effect is meaningful. As presented in Figure 3, the probability of resistance at
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the lowest values of Economic Distress is 0.05 but at the highest level of distress in our data it is
nearly 0.4. Most of the data though is in the region of -1 to 2 (the 25th and 75th percentiles,
respectively), over which the changes are more modest: ranging from a 0.08 probability of
resistance to 0.14. In short, higher levels of economic distress generally predict greater likelihood
of political opposition toward a Chinese acquisition.

Reciprocity
Next we turn to our measure of reciprocity. Is protest more likely when U.S. M&A
attempts in China fail within the same industry as the American firm targeted by Chinese M&A?
Higher values of this variable indicate greater amounts of completed deals, and lower levels
indicate less success. In Table 1 this variable is negative and statistically significant in each
model. Greater levels of U.S. M&A success within industry in China are correlated with a lower
probability of political opposition. This suggests that U.S. political responses are mindful of
American successes overseas. If things are going well for U.S. firms in China, there is a lower
need to protest, which could imperil U.S. firms overseas. Of course, as we discuss below, our
quantitative research design is unable to identify who the “original” defector is. Our point,
though, is that our evidence shows that there is a relationship within macro-industries. Merger
and Acquisition success overseas impacts domestic protest at home.
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Figure 4: Effect of Reciprocity moving from sample minimum to maximum holding all other
variables at sample mean.

To illustrate the magnitude of the effect of the Reciprocity variable, we again calculate
substantive effects using model m5 from Table 1 and present the results in figure 4. Holding all
other factors at their sample mean, changing the Reciprocity variable from its sample minimum
(0) to its maximum (1) changes the probability of resistance from 0.27 to 0.05, or a change in
probability of over 0.2 along the 0 to 1 probability scale. Moving from 0.5 to 0.8 (the 25th and
75th percentiles, respectively) decreases the probability of political opposition by 0.06 probability,
or about a third of our baseline probability. Therefore, our results support the reciprocity
hypothesis. This potentially suggests that U.S. firms who have experienced greater “success”
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rates in conducting M&A deals in China—as reflected by the percentage completion rate—
would be less likely oppose Chinese acquisitions in their industries. 92

93

Control Variables

Figure 5: Effect of GovtOwned2 and Firm Size moving from sample minimum to maximum
holding all other variables at sample mean.

Government Ownership
On its own, ownership of the acquiring firm by the Chinese government was positively
related to protest in every model. However, it was only statistically significant in the models with
92

However, we are unable to make this specific conclusion, because often the political resistance we code cannot be
directly linked to representatives within an industry. However, this conclusion is reasonable if we assume that these
firms have the greatest incentive to get political actors to mount a protest.
93
We also investigated models that split apart acquiring firms by whether they were mainland China versus Hong
Kong based. We find nearly identical results except that the Security variable is not significant for Hong Kong based
firms. This is an interesting result that may warrant additional research in the future. Additionally, we are not able to
include the government ownership variable for the Hong Kong model because no firms in Hong Kong were owned
by the government. We thank an anonymous reviewer for raising these points.
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year fixed-effects. As discussed before, when this variable is interacted with the Security the
interaction term was positive and significant. Security considerations are most salient when the
Chinese government is linked to the acquisition. This makes intuitive sense, and gives credence
to our measures and results. This shows some evidence in support of Krugman and Prabhakar’s
hypothesis that state ownership is perceived to threaten national identity. 94

Firm Recognition/Size
Using our binary measure of firm size to proxy the public familiarity with the U.S. target,
we find that there will be more political complaints with larger firms. Across models m3 to m5,
this variable is positive and significant. Translated into substantive terms, the change in
probability, holding other variables at the mean, is nearly 0.1. While it is important to control for
this variable (it might, for example, confound one of our key explanatory variables), it has an
important impact on the dependent variable.

Inference Concerns
Our research uses observational data that makes it difficult to establish clear causal
inferences or to measure our key concepts in ideal ways. We briefly discuss some of these
challenges.
As mentioned earlier, we do not control what deals are actually proposed. If Chinese
firms, and perhaps the Chinese government, have expectations about what will or will not
succeed, then we have a non-random sample from the set of potential M&A attempts. The effect
of this concern is ambiguous, though. On the one hand, if our arguments are correct, this may
lead to more restraint when a target firm faces economic distress, has national security linkages,

94

Prabhakar, 'Deal-Breaker: FDI, CFIUS, and Congressional Response to State Ownership of Foreign Firms';
Krugman, 'Competitiveness: A Dangerous Obsession'.
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or is in an industry with little Chinese reciprocity. In turn, we would expect our coefficients to be
biased towards zero. This effect might be most salient for national security considerations;
certainly Chinese firms are not going to try and buy Lockheed Martin. This, of course, adds
another challenge to comparing the relative importance of our core variables.
Another limitation of our study is that several of our variables are difficult to measure.
The reciprocity measure suffers the most. In particular, we are less able to establish
quantitatively whether American efforts in China are frustrated first, which leads to responses
against Chinese attempts, or the other way around. Our reading of several cases suggests the
former, but this evidence is not dispositive. Regardless, as in many aspects of international
affairs, we feel like this variable still taps a diffuse sense of reciprocity at work as it does not
appear to be the case that state decision-making is independent.
Additionally, in several of our empirical models we are able to use year fixed effects.
However, we note that we do not use sectoral fixed effects as this would eliminate two of our
key variables—Economic Distress and Reciprocity—because they are constant within sector.
Firm level analogues would be difficult to impossible to collect for these measures.
Finally, our focus has been on political resistance rather than the ultimate outcomes. In
our data, 22 attempts were withdrawn, of which 11 were tagged with our Security variable.
However, our research design is ill-equipped to measure these dynamics as there could be many
other variables that could affect the final outcome, including broader economic forces like
inflation and local conditions such as privately known profitability considerations that would be
difficult to measure. Furthermore, it was not always possible to obverse what happened with a
deal (was it finally dropped, pending but in a way only known to the investors, etc.). Future work
may unpack these outcomes further.
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6. Conclusion
This study focuses on how a developed country’s politicians treat inward investments by
multinational firms from a developing country—a relatively recent phenomenon that is not yet
covered extensively in academic or policy-oriented research. Indeed, the literature on direct
foreign investment has focused much more on flows from developed to developing countries;
and the research that has focused on FDI flows to developed states has not yet explored the
variation in which inward investments are welcomed and which receive criticism.
Although our study speaks to these larger questions, the scope of our study was limited
specifically to attempted “mergers and acquisitions” of U.S. companies by Chinese and Hong
Kong firms between 1999 and the summer of 2014 (the fifteen year period after the Chinese
government launched the “Going Global” campaign for Chinese enterprises). This is intentional
given the massive increases in the importance of Chinese FDI in recent years. After analyzing
political opposition to 569 transactions that met these criteria, we found that U.S. political actors
are more likely to protest Chinese inward M&A investments in security sensitive industries,
economically-distressed industries, and sectors in which U.S. companies faced restrictions in
China’s M&A markets.
Of course, there are limitations that can be drawn from our results because of particular
challenges in our methodology and the restricted set of transactions we analyzed. Our economic
distress and reciprocity variables are certainly not perfect. 95 Our political opposition measure
was coded using a qualitative review of publicly available government sources, a methodology
that might not have accounted for certain Federal opposition due to the confidentiality of CFIUS
95

“Abnormal unemployment” may not account for certain aspects of a target industry’s economic health,
particularly intra-industry trends and firm-level performance. Likewise, a U.S. industry’s M&A completion rate in
China did not precisely explain patterns of reciprocity from Chinese political actors. However, given the strong
involvement of the Chinese government in its business sector, this measure was the most accurate proxy for
reciprocity given data limitations in ascertaining “political opposition” by Chinese government officials.
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proceedings. While some Federal-level policy-makers might also question the use of most
Congress-related contention toward Chinese acquisitions as “political noise,” we consider even
these scattered episodes of controversy as crucial evidence of political opposition for the purpose
of our research. After all, our intention was to study the nascent formation of a US policy toward
increasing inward M&A investments by Chinese firms before a potential and possibly
controversial “era of Chinese buyouts”—reminiscent of America’s experience with Japanese
firms during the 1980s. Finally, our research was devoted to a study of political economy—
rather than economics—involving Chinese inward FDI. Needless to say, a descriptive analysis of
the microeconomic effects of Chinese M&A in the U.S. would certainly be valuable in future
research, and would provide an empirical perspective on the long-term implications of how U.S.
politicians respond to Chinese investments.
Despite these limitations, our results both have important implications for U.S.-China
foreign policy and highlight potential future avenues of research. Although the results may have
implications for many aspects of U.S.-China relations, we will note three aspects of economic
relations between these countries that our results speak to. First, our research most obviously
helps to explain which Chinese M&As are most likely to produce political opposition in the
future. This information can potentially be useful to both industry and government. Of course, it
is important to note that just because a Chinese M&As generates political opposition it does not
mean that it will not ultimately be unsuccessful. 96 For example, in 2013 a Chinese company
bought Smithfield Foods in a deal worth $7.1 billion. The company is the world’s largest pork
producer, and a number of U.S. politicians raised concerns about security and reciprocity. This
high profile deal was successful, however, despite political objections, and this may be in part
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Gabriel Palma, 'Dependency: A Formal Theory of Underdevelopment or a Methodology for the Analysis of
Concrete Situations of Underdevelopment?,' World Development, Vol. 6, No. 7–8, 1978, pp. 881-924.
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due to the fact that the Chinese executives attempted to respond to the aspects of the transaction
that would be likely to generate opposition.
Second, our research can help to explain some aspects of recent U.S.-China economic
relations. For example, in 2011 “reverse-mergers” became a highly publicity concern. In these
deals, Chinese companies were merging with American based companies in order to become
publically traded. Regulators responded by cracking-down on these transactions out of concerns
that the deals were inherently toxic. Recent research has suggested, however, that the Chinese
Reverse-Merger firms may have actually performed better than similarly sized companies. 97 Our
research indicates that political opposition may exist even in the absence of legal restrictions to
Chinese M&As, which in part helps to explain the finding that Chinese Reverse-Mergers
generated negative publicity despite performance on par, or better, than peer firms.
Third, our results have implications for one area of current U.S.-China economic
integration: the current negotiations over a U.S.-China Bilateral Investment Treaty.

98

If

completed, the treaty would expand the legal protections, and remove existing restrictions, for
foreign investments in each country. If a BIT is not completed, the barriers to FDI flows between
these countries could remain substantial. For example, the president of the U.S.-China Business
Council recently said “China maintains ownership restrictions on American and other foreign
companies in about 100 sectors, including manufacturing, services, energy, and agriculture” .99
Following up, Forbes magazine noted “What if they could have outright ownership? Or even just
a little bit more? It would be a windfall for a number of companies that face tough growth
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Charles M. C. Lee, Kevin K. Li and Ran Zhang, 'Shell Games: The Long Term Performance of Chinese Reverse
Merger Firms,' Accounting Review, Vol. In-Press, forthcoming 2014.
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Jiabao Li and Chen Mu, 'Baucus: Investment Pact Opens a New Chapter,' China Daily USA (June 26, 2014),
http://usa.chinadaily.com.cn/2014-06/26/content_17615778.htm.
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restrictions in one of the world’s most important consumer markets”. 100 This illustrates the
importance of reciprocity, and potentially how it could be facilitated by international agreements
that remove restrictions to inflows of Foreign Direct Investment.
Our study also suggests several avenues of future research. Specifically, future research
could consider other types of Chinese inward FDI like greenfield investment or joint ventures
(although these cross-border investments have generally been welcomed and triggered relatively
little controversy compared to M&A). 101 A more general study of developed countries’ treatment
of FDI from emerging economies would be very valuable. Is U.S. political opposition toward
Chinese inward M&A unique and dependent on the particular political economy of the United
States, or are they generally representative of developed countries’ reactions toward Chinese
investments? Although some research has suggested that the United Kingdom may be more
supportive of investment liberalization than the United States, 102 more research will have to be
done to determine if the factors that drive opposition to investment in the United States are the
same in other countries. Finally, richer data including more countries could enable the
investigation of more of a country level political relations story. 103
Another interesting next step would be to determine if the patterns of U.S. opposition
toward Chinese inward M&A were particular to the Chinese character of the acquirer: Do the set
of political economy variables—economic distress, national security, and reciprocity—also
explain U.S. politicians’ treatment of inbound investments from other developing countries?
Answering these questions will require a new body of research focusing specifically on the rise
100
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of FDI from developing nations into mature economies, a peculiar trend that might reflect
dynamic shifts in the global financial system.
Finally, future researchers could also add substantial value to research in U.S.-China
investment relations by further investigating the treatment of U.S. companies’ M&A transactions
in China, and perhaps construct a more precise measure of reciprocity that could test the
robustness of our results. Such studies should also monitor China’s application of the AntiMonopoly Law as well as developments of the National Security Review Mechanism.
More broadly speaking, reciprocity is seen as a powerful means for inducing cooperation
and stability into potentially contentious relationships. One question is whether that is true for
foreign investment. In our case, it seems as if reciprocity may create more tensions as countries
use punishment strategies. An interesting avenue of research would be to see if these foreign
investment conflicts carry over to broader political relations and if so what impact they might
have on them.
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Appendix 1
List of Instructions in determining national security sensitivity variable (Security = 1)
1) If target company name falls under any of those that are “military contractors” or
“government contractors” (see http://www.fas.org/man/target company/index.html), code 1
2) If macro industry is in “Wholesale & Retail Trade”, code 0
3) If macro industry is in “TRANSPORTATION & UTILITIES”, check mid industry
description to see if in “TRANSPORATATION” or “UTILITIES”.
a) If in “UTILITIES”, code 1.
b) If in “TRANSPORTATION”, check target company description.
i) If target company deals with “national transportation”, code 1.
ii) Otherwise, code 0
4) If macro industry is in “TELECOMMUNICATIONS”, code 1
5) If macro industry is in “PUBLIC”, check target company description
a) If target company deals with Federal, Congressional, or State government departments,
code 1.
b) Otherwise, code 0
6) If macro industry is in “PROFESSIONAL & BUSINESS SERVICES”, check mid industry:
a) If target company deals with Consulting, code 0
b) Otherwise check target company description
i) If target company deals with high-tech or genetic products, code 1
ii) Otherwise, code 0
7) If macro industry is “PRODUCTION”, check mid industry
a) If mid industry is “AEROSPACE & DEFENSE”, code 1
b) Otherwise, code 0
8) If macro industry is “Nondurable”, check mid industry
a) If mid industry is “Energy & Power” or “Petrochemicals”, code 1
b) Otherwise, code 0
9) If macro industry is “Mining”, code 1
10) If macro industry is “LEISURE & HOSPITALITY SERVICE”, code 0
11) If macro industry is “INFORMATION”, check Mid industry
a) If mid industry is “broadcasting”, “Motion Pictures / Audio Visual”, or “Publishing”,
code 0.
b) If mid industry is “telecommunications equipment”, “Other telecom” or “ECommerce/B2B”, code 1
c) If mid industry is “Internet Software & Services”, check target company description
i) If target company deals with intelligence or infrastructure buildling, code 1
ii) Otherwise, code 0
d) If mid industry is “Software”, check target company description
e) If mid industry deals with e-commerce, database systems, or infrastructure, code 1
i) Otherwise (health care services, internet gambling, internet finance, etc), code 0
f) If mid industry is in “wireless”, check target company description
i) If target company provides general telecommunications services, code 1
ii) Otherwise (target company deals with testing wireless systems, code 0
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12) If macro industry is “FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES”, check target company mid industry;
a) If target company is in “Alternative Financial Investments”, “Diversified Financials”,
“Non Residential” (Real Estate), code 0
b) Otherwise, check target company description:
i) If target company is a large and notable national commercial or investment financial
institution (i.e. Morgan Stanley, AIG, Blackstone, etc) code 1
ii) Otherwise, code 0
13) If macro industry is “EDUCATION & HEALTH SERVICES”, code 0
14) If industry is in “DURABLE”, check mid industry
a) If mid industry is “Automobiles and Components”, “Home furnishings”, “Garden
Equipment”, code 0.
b) If mid industry is “Semiconductors”, “Metals & Ming”, code 1
c) If mid industry is “Construction Materials”, check target company description
i) If construction materials deal with primary goods (ie. Powders, etc), code 1
ii) Otherwise, code 0
d) If mid industry is “Electronics”, check target company description
i) If target company deals with “E-Commerce” or semiconducters, code 1
ii) Otherwise (i.e. consumer electronics), code 0
e) If mid industry is “Machinery”, check target company description
i) If target company deals with basic machinery and machine tools, code 1
ii) If target company deals with energy-related machines, code 1
iii) If target company deals with water, safety and sanitary equipment, code 1
iv) Otherwise (electronics, etc), code 0
f) If mid industry is “Other industrials”, check target company description
i) If target company deals with “e-commerce”, “semiconducters”, “basic machinery and
machine tools”, “energy-related machines”, “water, safety and sanitary systems”,
“metals and mining”, ”construction dealing with primary goods”  code 1
ii) Otherwise, code 0
15) If macro industry is “Construction”, check target company description
a) If target company deals with energy and infrastructure related construction, code 1
b) Otherwise (i.e. engineering services, consumer products, buildings), code 0.
16) If macro industry is in “AGRICULTURE”, check company description
a) If company deals with national or state-level agricultural products, code 1
b) Otherwise (consumer products, etc), code 0
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